Introducing Varilux S SeriesTM

Introducing

The most innovative and revolutionary progressive
lenses, Varilux S Series™ lenses offer a difference
you can see.

Discover Limitless Vision™
with Varilux S Series, and
see the difference!
Varilux S Series is the first line of
progressive lenses that provides you with
a real breakthrough visual experience.
Varilux S Series lenses dramatically
defy the limits of progressive lenses in
every area so that performance is
actually GUARANTEED!

If you are not satisfied with the performance of your
new Varilux S Series lenses, please return them to your
Eyecare Professional within 30 days.

Experience
• V irtual elimination of swim effect
• Stability in motion
• Expansive vision
• Guaranteed performance
For the clearest vision possible, Varilux® lenses are
recommended with Crizal® No-Glare technology.
Ask your eyecare professional about the entire
Varilux S Series.
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Experience the revolution in progressive lenses

A revolution in lens technology
that ensures stability in motion

A revolution in lens design
that ensures expansive vision

Many people who wear progressive lenses
complain about the swim effect—feeling
off-balance when you are walking down stairs
or when your environment is moving.

People often complain about their field of
vision being limited with progressive lenses.

Now for the first time, thanks to Nanoptix™
Technology, the swim effect is virtually eliminated,
offering you stability in motion.

Thanks to SynchronEyes Technology, for the first
time, both the left and right lenses work together
as one visual system so you get expansive vision
and never before experienced edge-to-edge clarity.
™

Digital Progressive

Ranked #1 on every lens feature by people
in independent studies, Varilux S Series™ lenses
are undeniably in a class of their own, offering
you a visual experience that is truly limitless.

“ F rom the moment
I put them on, I could

see the difference.”
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“I feel more confident when going
down stairs.“

“I don’t have to keep finding the clear
area— it’s all clear.“
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